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A Schur�s Lemma Based on a Semi-symmetric
Non-metric Connection

HAN YANLING, HO TAL YUN and ZHAO PEIBIAO

Abstract. In this paper we propose a new semi-symmetric non-metric
connection, and arrive at the Schur�s Lemma based on this semi-symmetric
non-metric connection. We further construct some invariants of this semi-
symmetric non-metric connection.

1. Introduction

Friedmann and Schouten [5] introduced, in the early days of 1924, the
concept of the semi-symmetric non-metric connection in a di¤erential man-
ifold. In the 50s, Hayden [9] had introduced the idea of metric connection
with torsion in a Riemannian manifold. Afterwards, Yano [17] considered
the properties of a Riemannian manifold admitting a semi-symmetric metric
connection. Then, Gong [8] investigated the projective S-semi-symmetric
connection on a Riemannian manifold. One can also see the study of
the characteristics on geometries and physics of the manifolds with cer-
tain posed connections, for instance, the semi-symmetric connection [5], the
semi-symmetric metric connection [17, 18, 19, 20] and the projective semi-
symmetric connection [6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16], and the references therein.
Agache and Chaple [1] posed in 1992 the semi-symmetric non-metric con-

nection, and studied the geometric characteristics of this connection. De
and Biswas [3] considered a type of semi-symmetric non-metric connection
and obtained some interesting results.
In this paper, we will propose a new semi-symmetric non-metric connec-

tion, and construct the Schur�s Lemma. We also get some invariants for this
semi-symmetric non-metric connection.
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2. Preliminaries

(M; g) is a Riemannian manifold of dimension n. In [4, 14], the authors
derived that a statistical manifold with constant curvature is a projective
�at manifold. In [2], the authors proved the Schur�s lemma in a Riemannian
manifold associated with a Levi-civita connection. We now introduce a
new semi-symmetric non-metric connection on (M; g) and give some basic
formula for this new connection.
Let ~r denote the Levi-civita connection on (M; g), X(M) denote the set

of all the vector �elds on M . A linear connection r de�ned on (M; g) is

(1) rXY = rXY + �(Y )X + g(X;Y )P;8X;Y 2 X(M):
where � is a 1-form associated with vector P on M , and P is de�ned by
g(X;P ) = �(X).
By using (1), the torsion tensor T with respect to (w.r.t.) r is given by

(2) T (X;Y ) = rXY �rYX � [X;Y ] = �(Y )X � �(X)Y;8X;Y 2 X(M):
Then we can give out the following

De�nition 2.1. A linear connection r on (M; g) satisfying (1) and (2) is
called a semi-symmetric non-metric connection, if there holds the following
equation

(3) rZg(X;Y ) = �2�(X)g(Y; Z)� 2�(Y )g(X;Z);8X;Y; Z 2 X(M):

Remark 2.1. De�nition 2.1 is di¤erent from that given by Agache and
Cha�e in [1].

De�nition 2.2. A linear connection r� on (M; g) is called a dual connec-
tion of semi-symmetric non-metric connection, if there holds the following
equation

(4) r�Zg(X;Y ) = 2�(X)g(Y; Z) + 2�(Y )g(X;Z);8X;Y; Z 2 X(M):

It is obvious that, between r� and ~r, there is the formula given by

(5) r�XY = ~rXY � �(Y )X � g(X;Y )P;8X;Y 2 X(M):

Let (U ;xi) be the local coordinates system in M such that g; ~r;r;r�, �
and T having the local expressions, respectively by gij ; fkijg;�kij ;��kij ; �i; T kij .
Then, we have

(6) rkgij = �2�igjk � 2�jgik; T kij = �j�ki � �i�kj ;

(7) �kij = fkijg+ �j�ki + �kgij ;

(8) r�kgij = 2�igjk + 2�jgik; T kij = �j�ki � �i�kj ;

(9) ��kij = fkijg � �j�ki � �kgij ;

where �k = �jgjk.
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By virtue of (7) and (9), we know that there holds the following formula

Rlijk = K l
ijk + �

l
j
~ri�k � �li ~rj�k + gjk ~ri�l � gik ~rj�l � �lj�i�k

+�li�j�k + gjk�i�
l � gik�j�l + �ligjk�h�h � �ljgik�h�h;(10)

R�lijk = K l
ijk � �lj ~ri�k + �li ~rj�k � gjk ~ri�l + gik ~rj�l � �lj�i�k

+�li�j�k + gjk�i�
l � gik�j�l + �ligjk�h�h � �ljgik�h�h;(11)

where K l
ijk is the curvature tensor of ~r.

3. Main Theorems and Proofs

Let (M; g) be a Riemannian manifold admitting a semi-symmetric non-
metric connection r, and Ep � TpM be the plane at any point p 2M , then
for any basis fu; vg in Ep, the sectional curvature is de�ned by

K =
R(u; v; u; v)

g(u; u)g(v; v)� (g(u; v))2 :

where R(X;Y; Z;W ) is given by R(X;Y; Z;W ) = g(R(X;Y )Z;W ). If u =
uiei; v = v

iei, then

K =
Rijkhu

ivjukvh

(gihgjk � gjhgik)uivjukvh
;

where K is function on M which depends on E. In particular, if K is
dependent only the point P in M , then we call M is isotropic. It is obvious
that the curvature tensor of r in isotropic manifold is of the form

Rijkh = K(p)(gihgjk � gjhgik):

Theorem 3.1. (Schur�s Lemma) Suppose that a connected Riemannian
manifold (Mn; g)(n � 3) admitting a semi-symmetric non-metric connec-
tion r is isotropic at p 2M , then (Mn; g) is a constant curvature space.

Proof. By using the second Bianchi identity of Levi-civita connection, we
can derive that

(12) rhRlijk +riRljhk +rjRlhik = TmhiRljmk + Tmij Rlhmk + TmjhRlimk:
Then, we obtain

(13) rhRlijk +riRljhk +rjRlhik = 2(�hRlijk + �iRljhk + �jRlhik):
Assume that the sectional curvature K(p) at the point p 2 M is in inde-
pendent of E(a 2-dimensional subspace of TpM), then we know that the
curvature tensor is given by

(14) Rlijk = K(p)(�
l
igjk � �ljgik):

Taking covariant to both side of Equation (14) and using Equation (13), we
have that

rhK(�ligjk � �ljgik) +riK(�ljghk � �lhgjk) +rjK(�lhgjk � �lighk)
+2K[�h(�

l
igjk � �ljgik) + �i(�ljghk � �lhgjk) + �j(�lhgik � �lighk)]

= 2K[�h(�
l
igjk � �ljgik) + �i(�ljghk � �lhgjk) + �j(�lhgik � �lighk)];
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this implies that

rhK(�ligjk � �ljgik) +riK(�ljghk � �lhgjk)
+rjK(�lhgjk � �lighk) = 0:(15)

Contracting Equation (15) with gjk, we arrive that

(16) (n� 2)(�lirhK � �lhriK) = 0:

Contracting Equation (16) with gil, we can further derive that

(17) (n� 2)(n� 1)rhK = 0:

Equation (17) shows that K =constant. The connected condition implies
that Lemma 3.1 is tenable.

Remark 3.1. It is obvious that the key argument to prove Lemma 3.1 is
di¤erent from the standard proof by using the method of structure equations.
On the other hand, by using a similar argument in [1], one can give some
geometric structure assertions for Riemannian manifolds admitting a semi-
symmetric non-metric connection.

According to (10) and (11), we obtain

R�lijk = R
l
ijk + 2(�

l
i
~rj�k � �lj ~ri�k + gik ~rj�l � gjk ~ri�l):(18)

Theorem 3.2. Let the Weyl conformal curvature tensors of ~r;r and r�
be given as ~C lijk, C

l
ijk and C

�l
ijk, respectively, then we get

1

2
(C�lijk + C

l
ijk) =

~C lijk;(19)

where C lijk is of the form as follows

C lijk = R
l
ijk �

1

n� 2(�
l
iRjk � �ljRik + gjkRli � gikRlj)�

R

(n� 1)(n� 2)(�
l
jgik � �ligjk):

Proof. In fact, we can show from (10) and (11) that

(20) R�lijk +R
l
ijk = 2(K

l
ijk + �

l
i�jk � �lj�ik + gjk�li � gik�lj);

where �jk = �j�k + 1
2gjk�h�

h.
Contracting Equation (20) with indexes i and l, we get

(21) R�jk +Rjk = 2(Kjk + (n� 2)�jk + gjk�ii):

By a contracting again with gjk to Equation (21), we know that

(22) �ii =
1

4(n� 1)(R
� +R� 2k):

Substituting (22) into (21), then we have

(23) �jk =
1

2(n� 2) [R
�
jk +Rjk � 2Kjk �

1

2(n� 1)(R
� +R� 2k)gjk]:

Substituting (23) into (21) again, and using the form of Weyl conformal
curvature tensors, we know that Theorem 3.2 is tenable.
According to Theorem 3.2, we can derive that there holds the following
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Theorem 3.3. A Riemannian manifold (M; g) associated with a semi-
symmetric non-metric connection is of constant curvature if and only if the
connection is a conjugate symmetric and conformal �at connection and the
Ricci tensor is proportional to the metric tensor.
Proof. Since (M; g) is of constant curvature, then

Rhikj = K(ghjgik � gijghk):
Combining with Equation (10) and (11), we have

R�hikj = �Rhijk = �K(gijghk � ghjgik) = Rhikj :
Thus, we know that r is a conjugate symmetric connection.
On the other hand, by using Rjk = R�jk = K(n � 1)gjk, R = R� =

Kn(n � 1), and Theorem 3.2, it is easy to see that g is a conformal �at
metric.
Conversely, if r is a conjugate symmetric and conformal �at connection,

by using Theorem 3.2, one has

C�hijk = C
h
ijk =

~Chijk = 0:

further one obtains based on Rij = �gij , where � is a function.

Rijkh = (
2�

n� 2 �
R

(n� 1)(n� 2))(gihgjk � gjhgik):

Hence Schur�s Lemma 3.1 implies M is of constant curvature.
By using (10), (11) and Theorem 3.2, it is not hard to see that there are

the following formulas

R�l(ijk) +R
l
(ijk) = 0; R

�
jk +Rjk = R

�
kj +Rkj ;

If � is closed, then we further have

Rl(ijk) = 0; Rjk = Rkj ; R
�l
(ijk) = 0; R

�
jk = R

�
kj :

where () denotes the circle permutation of indexes.
We now consider the conformal-like transformation corresponding to semi-

symmetric non-metric connections on (M; g), i.e. gij ! �gij = e2�gij , then
there are the following relationships: r ! �r and r� ! �r�, in other words,
we have

(24) ��kij = �
k
ij + �j�

k
i + �i�

k
j � gij�k;

(25) ���kij = �
�k
ij + �j�

k
i + �i�

k
j � gij�k;

where �i = @�
@xi
.

Theorem 3.4. Under the conformal-like transformation (24) and (25),
then the tensor Chijk is a Weyl-like conformal invariant, where the tensor
Chijk and W

h
ijk are de�ned, respectively, as8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

Chijk =W
h
ijk � 1

n�2(�
h
iWjk � �hjWik + gjkW

h
i � gikW h

j )

� W
(n�1)(n�2)(�

h
j gik � �hi Rjk);

W h
ijk = R

h
ijk +R

�h
ijk:

(26)
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Proof. By using (24) and (25), we know that
�Rhijk = Kh

ijk + �
h
j (
~ri�k + ~ri�k)� �hi ( ~rj�k + ~rj�k) + gjk( ~ri�h � ~ri�h)

�gik( ~rj�h � ~rj�h) + �hi (�k�j + �k�j + �j�k + �j�k)
+gjk�

h
i (�

l�l � �l�l + �l�l � �l�l)� �hj (�k�i + �k�i + �i�k + �i�k)
�gik�hj (�l�l � �l�l + �l�l � �l�l) + gjk(�i�h � �i�h � �i�h � �i�h)
�gik(�j�h � �j�h � �j�h � �j�h)

= Rhijk + �
h
j
~ri�k � �hi ~rj�k + gik ~rj�h � gjk ~ri�h

+�hi (�k�j + �j�k)� �hj (�k�i + �i�k) + gik(�j�h + �h�j)� gjk(�i�h + �h�i)
+�hi �j�k � �hj �i�k + gik�j�h � gjk�i�h + gik�hj �l�l � gjk�hi �l�l

+gjk�
h
i (�l�

l � �l�l)� gik�hj (�l�l � �l�l);

�R�lijk = Kh
ijk � �hj ( ~ri�k � ~ri�k) + �hi ( ~rj�k � ~rj�k)� gjk( ~ri�h + ~ri�h)

+gik( ~rj�h + ~rj�h) + �hi (�k�j � �k�j � �j�k + �j�k)
+gjk�

h
i (�

l�l + �
l�l � �l�l � �l�l)� �hj (�k�i � �k�i � �i�k + �i�k)

�gik�hj (�l�l + �l�l � �l�l � �l�l) + gjk(�i�h + �k�h + �i�h + �i�h)
�gik(�j�h + �j�h + �j�h + �j�h)

= R�hijk + �
h
j
~ri�k � �hi ~rj�k + gik ~rj�h � gjk ~ri�h

��hi (�k�j + �j�k) + �hj (�k�i + �i�k)� gik(�j�h + �h�j) + gjk(�i�h + �h�i)
+�hi �j�k � �hj �i�k + gik�j�h � gjk�i�h + gik�hj �l�l � gjk�hi �l�l

�gjk�hi (�l�l � �l�l) + gik�hj (�l�l � �l�l):
Thus, we have

(27) �W h
ijk =W

h
ijk + �

h
j �ik � �hi �jk + gik�hj � gjk�hi ;

where �ik = 2( ~ri�k � �i�k + 1
2gik�

l
l) and �W h

ijk =
�Rhijk +

�R�hijk.
Considering the contraction of indexes h; i to (27), we arrive at

(28) �Wjk =Wjk + (2� n)�jk � gjk�ll:
Contracting formula (28) with gjk again, we know

(29) �W =W + 2(1� n)�ll:
Substituting �ll into (29), we get

(30) �jk =
1

2� n(
�Wjk �Wjk) +

�W �W
2(n� 1)(n� 2)gjk:

Substituting �jk into (27) and according to the form of Chijk, it is easy to
see that Theorem 3.4 is tenable.

Corrolary 3.1. If the semi-symmetric non-metric connection r is a con-
jugate symmetric connection, then under the transformation (24) and (25),
the Weyl-like conformal curvature tensor is exactly the Weyl conformal cur-
vature tensor, and it is an invariant.
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